2015 hyndai sonata

I've been informed by corporate Hyundai and local dealership that I will have to " wait it out"
before they will repair vehicle. I'm concerned about my safety and family. My car currently has
miles and dealer believes I'll get about to more miles before car will qualify for engine
replacement. Hyundai policy is oil consumption must exceed 1 quart per miles. I have that in
writing as per their service bulletin. Needless to say, I'm unhappy dealing with this problem. I
wouldn't have bought car if I knew the engine was defective. I have a lot of anxiety and, recently,
rented a car for out of town trip. I'm not sure what I'm going to do I'm really stuck at this point
since I'm not able to sell or get full value of my vehicle. Turns out the oil solidified like jelly.
Engine had overheated and caused this issue with oil. Engine was burned! Lucky it did not
catch fire. Had to replace engine. Found out this is a common problem with the Hyundai,
especially after 60K miles. No warning what so ever! Never did the engine light turn on to
indicate a problem. So far, it's been over a month and no reimbursement. Never again. At miles
should never have to check oil. Just on a whim I decided to check it and found it down 1 Qt. I
had only driven it miles since purchase. Service manager said they may need to do a
consumption study. Further investigation has shown this is not uncommon and Hyundai will
maintain it is within specifications. Another miles and another Qt. Maybe for a junker with ,
miles, but not for a 3 yr old vehicle with 30, miles. I think there is a lesson to be learned here. I
bought a Sonata Limited brand new. From the very first oil change, I was always told that my oil
was low. I never thought that this could be a problem since the dealership noticed and just did
standard oil changes and sent me on my way. Repeatedly, at every oil change I was low but had
no leaks and no smoke. Other than a mystery, I just took note but drove it normally. At 48, I
noticed the oil was black and thick sludge all on the oil cap. I was informed for the first time by a
manager of an auto parts store that he was aware of this problem with other Hyundai cars. I
contacted the dealer and was instructed to participate in an oil consumption study. As
instructed, I returned to the dealership after the first month and was 1 quart low after miles, I am
currently driving the car to reach the next phase of the study. I am expecting to be low again
since I've done some research and have discovered the exact same problems with this model. I
will need to get this resolved because this is a factory defect and I'm still paying a high car note
and expected a quality car for my investment. I will keep you posted as this case progresses.
Update from Jul 25, : I finished the 3 - miles oil consumption test study. Each check, everytime it
was at least 1 quart low, the dealership did right and changed my engine. They handled this
matter with utmost awesome customer care. I was provided a loaner car while my car was in the
shop for 3 weeks. I will continue to monitor my oil but hope that the new engine solved this
problem. We bought our Sonata Limited 2. That was fixed but we noticed loss of power
afterwards car never had any more pick up and go as it used to. Since about that time we
noticed that car is burning 1 quart of oil every miles or so. Took to dealer they did an oil
consumption test that confirmed it was burning oil. I was told this was in spec to this motor and
model and that they would escalate to Hyundai motor company but most likely nothing would
come of it. Dealer tried to tell me that its my fault for using after market filters and full synthetic
oil. Motor is loud, burns oil and has non consistent idle at standstill, still no power. Background:
Hyundai Sonata miles, purchased from dealer with 34, miles. No accidents. My last oil change I
had very little oil on the stick. I thought this was just a fluke. There is black inside and on the lip
of the exhaust. This has been a good car, can't complain, but this is a significant problem. I see
others are having the same issues. Has anyone had their problem addressed? I spoke with the
dealer and we are going to change the oil, do an oil consumption test every miles x 3. Then they
will get with Hyundai and address. I paid a small fortune for an extended warranty that I am still
within the parameters, hopefully I'm covered one way or the other. I'm sure the warranty will
push for Hyundai to step up before they pay. I just want Hyundai to fix this problem with my car.
Consuming oil is not a good thing, in the long run it will cost more money to customers and lost
of sales to Hyundai. I just took a trip to St. Louis, Mo. I'm I constantly checking the oil level
because I don't have other means to drive to work 55 miles round trip. Okay, we bought our
Sonata in May , thinking we bought a nice car. We were wrong. The car was perfect in every way
till about October or November of It started consuming a quart of regular 5W oil every miles. So
we switched to W30 Full Synthetic and the oil changed every miles. It helped but not much. It
now consumes a quart of W30 about every miles. Better, but still unacceptable for a normal
engine. After this, we will NOT be buying another to Hyundai. Update from Jan 20, : Well.
Checking the oil, as is my habit, I was surprised to find oil level very low before the km oil
change time limit. Reported to the dealer but they did not want to acknowledge. We agreed to
keep it under observation for the next oil changes. They said they did a leak compression check
but I don't see any evidence that they actually carried out and said the leak is good. Now before
the oil change term the level is under min after km driven. Let's see what they will say now. If
somebody has had this problem let me know. First oil change down a half quart oil

consumption test report miles driven down 1. Don't understand where oil is going but at most
oil changes there's nothing to drain, it makes values rattle a lot. This is really simple: My brand
new Hyundai Sonata SE with 36, miles is burning 1 quarter of motor oil for every 1, miles! I
swichted the W conventional to W full synthetic but it is still increasing the burning oil. I
consider it is wasting time to stop by the Hyundai dealer since I do not want a rebuild engine
every year if they honor the warranty. I love the Sonata but it is not acceptable even worst it is a
problem since models even Hyundai made some changes to the engine. Unfortunately most
Hyundai Sonata regular drivers owners are going to notes it in when they will get the 36, miles
or so. I'll be more than happy is Hyundai let me return this vehicle to start looking for something
better maybe the Mazda 7 or the Honda Accord If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask
your Hyundai dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 12 reports new engine installed 4
reports Get free help with your lemon! Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Sonata problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Hyundai mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Comment Disabled Add
Complaint. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Car had less than 11k miles
and burning about half qt. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Subscribe
to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. What a car!!! Leather Heated seats!!!
Thorncrest Ford has been operating in Toronto for over 70 years! With a fantastic selection of
New and Used Cars and Trucks priced very competitively, we simply won't be beat! Our staff
value our customers and are committed to do Sonata Sport Tech en superbe etat! Avec ses
quelques 93 km au compteur, il fera votre bonheur encore longtemps! Taux dinteret a partir de
0. Venez nous voir, nos conseillers se feront un plaisir de repondre a vos questions! Due
toCOVID 19, our interactionsin person with ourcustomersneeds to be as limited and
asresponsible as possible. As a result of this and the new way of life that we a Sonata Sport en
tres bon etat! Avec seulement 60 km au compteur, il vous attend! Une inspection en points a ete
faite rapport dinspection disponible sur demande. Venez nous voir, nos conseil This Sonata is a
nice mid sized sedan boasting a quiet ride, and a nice, roomy interior. There's plenty of trunk
space for groceries, and if you're heading for a getaway, there's plenty of room for your over
night bag. This is also an original owner, claims free vehicle. This stunning single owner Sonata
has just arrived and is ready to go from Hyundai Canada with a clean vehicle history. A verified
"Carproof" vehicle search is included. The balance of Hyundai Canada's factory warranty
remains. Hurry in this one won't be around for long. Text for More Information! A truly breatht
The car is in top notch condition. Everything is so flawless in this car. This vehicle is a new
arrival, please contact us for more information and details. At Northstar Hyundai, were happy to
help! Proudly serving Edmonton and all of Alberta including St. This stylish, fuel-efficient
Hyundai Sonata has a spacious interior with road-trip-worthy seats, a long list of standard
features, and a smooth ride. This Hyundai Sonata is Come in and check out this Hyundai Sonata
Sport, this Hyundai comes equipped with: Heated partial leather seats, Sunroof, Back up
camera, Bluetooth and more! Panoramic sunroof, heated leather seats in front and back, heated
steering wheel, power everything, dual climate control. Comes with all season and winter tires.
Great car! Message or call if you are interested. Climb inside the Hyundai Sonata! Boasting the
latest technological features inside an attractive and versatile package! This 4 door, 5
passenger sedan still has fewer than 60, kilometers! All of the premium features expected of a
Hyundai are offered, including: a leat Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for
free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower
than the average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher
than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options,
warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Filter Results Hyundai
Sonata for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat Virtual Appraisal Home Test Drive
Online Reservation Buy Online Delivery Limited 1. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,,
Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min
payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment
frequency. Credit rating. Sedan Black Blue Brown 9. Grey Orange 3. Red 8. Silver Unspecified
White Must be greater than Min Kilometres. All Wheel Drive 4. Front Wheel Drive Rear Wheel
Drive 1. Unknown Gasoline Unknown 9. Automatic With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search.
Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email
Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation.
You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results Click here to try
again. Priority Listings. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Mileage 85, km. Contactless Services New.

Mileage 39, km. Gold Series. Mileage , km. Easy Finance Approvals. Mileage 93, km. Mileage 98,
km. Mileage 60, km. All Listings. Mileage 51, km. Mileage 71, km. Mileage 72, km. Mileage 95, km.
Mileage 96, km. Mileage 92, km. Buy Online. Mileage 27, km. Mileage 80, km. Mileage 55, km. List
your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and
pre-owned Hyundai Sonata inventory from local Hyundai dealerships and private sellers. You
can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of
Hyundai Sonata with similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie.
Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing
details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers.
View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm
with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are
not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more
right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to
the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Models also known as Trim
Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. The car is easy to
drive. It is reliable without any issues. The navigation system is great. I love my Sonata sport
turbo! I really appreciate the higher than average ground clearance for a sedan. Our Sonata is
very comfortable and very quiet. It is extremely easy to drive especially long distances. We get
fairly good gas mileage. The back seat is super roomy even for gentlemen with long My car is
good on gas. Although it's a mid size car it makes tight turns like a small car. I like that feature.
It has been a very reliable car for us. We have driven it a long way without any engine problems.
We can count on this car. My vehicle is a HYundai Sonata 2. I like the luxury of the limited
package s well as the technology. The performance of the turbo charged engine is impressive
yet it still get good fuel I like the exterior design. I like the handling. I dislike the interior design.
And the engine performance. The engine failed at Km's. No warning lights, no warning- it just
stopped while travelling at a high speed down the highway- the oil pump had stopped pumping
oil to the top part of the engine I have had many Hyundai vehicles and loved them until this car.
I swore by the Hyundai name, even convinced my mom to purchase one. I have been fighting
many issues with this vehicle for years. It has I bought my Hyundai Sport vehicle in Sept. I am
now having problems with the back camera looking faded blackish in the bottom and right side
of the screen. The driver side seat isn't My daughter got into an accident due to this issue. It has
a lot of blind spots it also seems to have many electrical issues. Overall I feel that this car is
poorly made and does not have the quality that people expect of Hyundai. This year is known to
I wouldn't recommend Hyundai cars to anyone specially sonata. I have sonata and its not a
reliable car at all with its weal engines. I am currently having issue with my engine oil burning
too fast and It is a great car! There has been a vehicle recall on it for engine issues but I have
yet to experience. The drive is smooth and the car is sporty and nice. The windows are tinted
which give it a more sporty look. It drives smooth and looks good too. Mine is silver. I like the
style and durability of the Sonata. I bought this car at 3k miles back in and it made it all the way
to k in November of I got the engine replaced because it started to fail. Engine Code P, which
puts the car in limp mode, come to find out these engines have major issues, I do alot of driving
and am very fortunate to have gotten k on that engine. If it does fail again I will not be getting a
vehicle with any GDI engine in it. Yes k miles on a I love my sonata, the only issue I have is the
tire pressure has always been low no matter what. It rides good and drives great. I am very
happy with this vehicle. One thing I do not like is you have to pay a yearly fee to have access to
navigation and remote start etc I feel like this should be free. Now in its seventh generation, the
Hyundai Sonata is attempting to square up buyers who want a little more luxury without
breaking the bank. On that, the all-new Sonata delivers. The Hyundai Sonata is rated 4. Why is
my Hyundai Sonata radio display not working? Why is my Hyundai Sonata abs and traction
control light on? What's the Hyundai Sonata life expectancy? What's the Hyundai Sonata knock
sensor location? What's the Hyundai Sonata ambient temperature sensor location? Answers
are provided by third parties. We do not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used
Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to. Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews.
Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an
Exterior Color. Shale Gray Metallic. Dark Truffle. Urban Sunset. Phantom Black. Venetian Red.
Lakeside Blue. Quartz White Pearl. Nouveau Blue. Symphony Silver. Hyundai Sonata Models
Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special
features. View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. It has a nice navigation system and Read
More. It is an outstanding value, and an excellent It is backed by a 10 year Hyundai warranty It's
a good running car an is cost This make and model of car are very reliable The warrantee can't
be beat, this is my It is the 2. It's my car. It's very comfortable. Top Negative Owner Reviews.
Engine failure; continuous repairs. Worst vehicle ever owned. They don't last long. Dangerous

engine issues. Not happy with my falling apart Hyundai Revas B wrote on February 4, Keith B
wrote on January 29, Patti G wrote on December 30, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For
Problems. Owner Reviews For Reliability. Interior Features. Exterior Features. Driving
Impressions. Pricing Notes. Notable Equipment. Editor's Overview Now in its seventh
generation, the Hyundai Sonata is attempting to square up buyers who want a little more luxury
without breaking the bank. Owner's Choice. Expert Rating: 4. Combined MPG: Road Test Video
Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. Answer: As the owner of a Hyundai Sonata, You may be
experiencing an issue with the information display screen going black on Your stereo system.
There are typically two things that result in the display not Answer: For the Hyundai Sonata if
the abs and traction control light has come on then the variable speed sensor has detected an
issue with the brakes. It may be something simple, like low brake fluid or old pads, With proper
care and maintenance, the Sonata can last up to , miles. If You're wondering what proper care
Answer: The knock sensor in a Hyundai Sonata is in the engine compartment, and should be
mounted on the intake manifold or cylinder head. This part deteCTS-Vibrations caused by a
knock or irregularity in the Answer: The ambient temperature sensor on Your Hyundai Sonata is
located on the lower grill on the front bumper of Your vehicle, so it's pretty accessible. To
remove it, You'll want to first disconnect the ground See all Frequently Asked Questions.
Moderate Overlap Front. Roof Strength. Driver-side Overlap Front. See all Safety Features. Top
Rated Sedans. Best Rated Sedans. Best Cars for Gas Mileage. Best Electric and Hybrid Cars.
Browse By Category. Small Cars. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details.
Dealer Raters highest rated independent dealership 3 years in a row. Thank you to all of our
customers who make this possible for us. Our loyalty to you is returned in our value pricing. We
know times are tough now and we are offering a shopping experience tailored to each individual
customer. This vehicle qualifies for our Warranty Forever at no additional cost to you! Want to
see this car? Visit the URL above and schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars
are disinfected. List prices do not include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional
Vehicle Protection Plan. Exterior dimensions of the Sonata put it mid-pack among mid-size
competitors, but by EPA standards its interior volume places it in full-size sedan territory,
always a welcome trait in a family car. One of the most significant elements of the Sonata
redesign is a major uptick in chassis rigidity. That, added to increased use of structural
adhesives and more welds, adds up to a 41 percent improvement in torsional rigidity, 26 percent
in longitudinal stiffness. The payoffs are reduced interior noise and improved dynamics. The
high strength steel also reduces structural mass, which balances out weight gains from added
content and sound deadening. Financing available through banks, credit unions, secondary
lenders and in-house financing to accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates as low as 2.
Programs available for first time buyers. Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable, but not
guaranteed. Interested parties should confirm all data before making a purchase decision. All
prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include additional
fees such as taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges, dealer document preparation
fees, and emission testing and compliance charges. Internet special price may not be
compatible with subsidized subprime financing. Second key, floor mats, and owners manual
may not be available on all pre-owned vehicles. South Loop Hyundai is excited to offer this
Hyundai Sonata. The less money you spend at the pump, the more money you'll have to spend
on you. So why not consider this wonderfully styled, fuel-efficient Hyundai Sonata. The
quintessential Hyundai -- This Hyundai Sonata 2. More information about the Hyundai Sonata:
The Sonata is a midsized sedan, placing it in direct competition with several of the best selling
cars in the country. Competing with the likes of the Toyota Camry and the Honda Accord is no
easy task, but Hyundai's typical strategy of packing a ton of value into their cars remains
unchanged. The Sonata offers a lot of car for the money, undercutting its rivals in price, while
simultaneously offering more interior volume and more upscale features. This model sets itself
apart with inexpensive base price, available upscale features, roomy interior, Swoopy styling
lines, and efficient engines We welcome 3rd party pre-purchase inspections. Buy With
Confidence!! All pre-owned vehicles are sold As Is. However, some vehicles may still be under
factory warranty!! Call today for more information. Description: Used Hyundai Sonata Limited 2.
Powered by an efficient 2. This Front Wheel Drive Hyundai is fun to drive and offers near 35mpg
on the highway. Our redefined cabin features class-leading space and a multitude of premium
soft-touch materials. Of course, our Hyundai Sonata would not be complete without a vast array
of innovative safety features. The only thing standing between you and our sophisticated
Sonata Limited is the print button. Print this page and call us Now We have you covered! Known
as the 'King of Credit', we are able to finance any customer who is interested in purchasing from
CarWorld. We help customers like no other dealership! We discount prices, never quality! And
remember, if we can't do it, nobody can! Don't wait until ticket prices go up! Odometer is miles

below market average! Grieco Ford has proprietary software that allows us to search thousands
of websites every hour for automobiles in mile radius with similar equipment, similar miles, and
similar condition. We then dynamically re-price our cars on every website, to ensure our
customers are getting a great deal. We want to make you a Grieco customer for life. Our best
price is our first price. Most of our customers enjoy the no haggle pricing upfront. The push
button start, blind spot sensors, braking assist, dual climate control, hill start assist, stability
control, traction control, a MP3 player, anti-lock brakes, and dual airbags of this Hyundai Sonata
2. Edmunds gives this vehicle a top A rating. This sedan is one of the safest you could buy. It
earned a crash test rating of 5 out of 5 stars. For a good-looking vehicle from the inside out, this
car features a gorgeous venetian red exterior along with a black interior. Call and schedule your
test drive today! Price includes warranty! We have the area's largest selection of pre-owned
vehicles at the lowest prices available, over in stock to choose from! Financing for all credit
tiers and extended warranties available. Please contact our sales department for more
information about this vehicle or the rest of our inventory. Call , view our website Open 7 days a
week! Buy with Confidence. View our entire inventory by visiting our virtual showroom at Over
Certified cars available for Immediate Delivery. To take advantage of the special pricing for this
vehicle, the purchase must be consummated based on mutually agreed upon method of
payment cash or finance and customer must present ad at arrival and take same day delivery.
Prices are adjusted and modified frequently -weekly, daily, and sometimes hourly. Price
adjustment is a function of website traffic, inquiries, and bidding on any one vehicle. For more
information and up to date accuracy of pricing and terms of sale, please visit our website,
Excludes sales tax, registration fees, finance and reconditioning charges dealer fees may apply.
A complete listing of these items are available on site and upon request. Vehicles sold
cosmetically as is, not responsible for typos. Customer Inquiries only- No Dealer or Wholesale
calls please. Why spend more money than you have to? This Hyundai Sonata will help you keep
the extra money you'd normally spend on gas. There is no reason why you shouldn't buy this
Hyundai Sonata 1. It is incomparable for the price and quality. Based on the superb condition of
this vehicle, along with the options and color, this Hyundai Sonata 1. This model sets itself
apart with inexpensive base price, available upscale features, roomy interior, Swoopy styling
lines, and efficient engines. Call now for more details: All Sonatas are front-wheel drive, and all
engines except the Eco's are paired with a six-speed automatic transmission. Stop by Platinum
Auto Sales for a test drive, or give us a call at You can check out our entire inventory at
platinumautosalesut. Why Power Motor Group? We have over certified and well maintained
pre-owned vehicles in stock which means an inventory of cars for any want or purpose you may
have. View our entire inventory by visiting our virtual showroom at powermotorgroup. We invite
you to come in to test any one of our vehicles to ensure that it suits your wants and needs. We
understand that you have high expectations, and as a car dealer we welcome the challenge of
exceeding those standards every time. Our primary goal is to treat the needs of each individual
customer with exemplary concern and consideration. Allow us to demonstrate our commitment
to excellence and earn your trust the transparent way! Save yourself time and money - fill out a
credit application online at powermotorgroup. We also offer same day delivery. Please refer to
dealers website for exact pricing, promotions and programs that may apply! Dealer cannot be
held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. We do not warrant or guarantee such accuracy.
Visit powermotorgroup. Prices shown above may vary from region to region and are subject to
change. All cars are sold cosmetically As-Is. Vehicle information is based off standard
equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific
information. Price does not including tax, title, license, destination charges, finance charges,
certification charges or any reconditioning fees. Every reasonable effort has been made to
insure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, however absolute accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. Please verify any information by calling us at or by visiting us at the
dealership. This Hyundai Sonata is one that you really need to take out for a test drive to
appreciate. Nobody wants a vehicle that has been through the ringer. That is why at Global Auto
Outlet we verified this car is a one-owner vehicle through an extensive title record confirmation.
This Hyundai Sonata has been smoke free since when it was new. There is no evidence that this
car has ever been wrecked or had any body work done to it at all. If getting noticed is what you
are after, then this car is the perfect fit. One thing we can assure you of is that pampered luxury
is what this ride is all about. Check out all the power, convenience and safety options that are
offered on this baby. You will not find another fully equipped Hyundai Sonata like this at any
price! Do you hear that? Nothing, exactly. This car is mechanically perfect and ready for you to
drive off the lot. Turn heads when you drive down the road in this beauty. The exterior of this
car is incomparable. Absolutely no interior maintenance is needed on this car. Every major
mechanical system has been inspected and found to be in good working order. Apart from a few

touch up spots the interior of this one is in adequate condition. Stop by or call us for more
information. Approval for Everyone! Call us now and get back on the road today! Get great
financing and low monthly payments on this Sonata with approved credit. Call us today at for
more information. We are only minutes away from Riverdale, stop by and visit us today.
Description: Used Hyundai Sonata Sport 2. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Type Gas 4, Drivetrain Front
Wheel Drive 5, Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal? New
Listing. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This is by far the best car I've ever owned. A year and 18,
miles on the odometer later, no rattles or any problems with workmanship. I drive through
mountains on the interstate every day to work 60 miles round trip. The car handles extremely
well and I'm getting mpg in town and mpg on the highway. Since its cheaper now I use high test
gas I heard the turbo likes it better. Ignore the reviews saying this car is sluggish; it isn't. The
car is a bit slow on the front end but it has plenty of power. For freeway driving it can pull ahead
in traffic with ease. I recently took it through the Cascade Mountains on a road trip and it
breezed through every curve effortlessly. I am over 6 feet tall and this car is comfortable for me
to drive. If you want adults to be comfortable in the back seat this car has spacious back seats
ethernet wiring diagram a or b
2001 jeep cherokee halo headlights
raptor660
and works better than most sedans. The blind spot warning already has prevented an accident
or two. I never use the paddle shifters but do switch between eco, regular and sport driving
modes. Sport seems to do better in the rain but cuts down on gas. I use eco around town. While
the LED lights look cool they do not help with visibility. Between Pandora and XM radio my
commute is much more interesting though I do wish the steering wheel had a radio mute button
or maybe I just have not found it. I also wish the car had AWD. You can stand behind in with
your keys in your hand for minutes and nothing happens. Then you casually walk by and the
stupid thing opens. Still love the car. I have been watching and these s have good deals right
now. Wait until the end of the month for better deals. Negotiate ruthlessly and don't worry about
the color. And don't be fooled by the addition of the stolen car service a waste of money - your
auto insurance likely covers it. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

